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Model of information security system based  

on distributed data transmission 

Elitsa D. Gospodinova, Tashko A. Nikolov 

 

This paper presents a model of security system for protection of information, transmitted over 

wireless networks. The model is design for implementation in terminals, having more than one 

independent one from another radio – modules and parallel transmission option. Emphasis is 

placed on the method of information flows distribution. Some scenarios for authentication and voice 

communication are considered and represented conceptually as block diagrams. Scenario for 

transmission mode change, improving the communication process reliability is also presented.  This 

change mechanism protects the communication from packets loss or injection of false ones. The 

system efficiency against “Man-in-the Middle” attack is considered theoretically justified. The 

model could be implemented along with high cryptographic protection as security software 

application. 
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Introduction 

Information security is one of the most important 

aspects of communication between subscribers in a 

wireless environment. Each standard is composed of 

multiple security services that in turn are consistent 

with the network architecture and hardware features of 

the wireless terminals. Key factors in information 

security systems modeling are energy consumption 

and computational resources.  

From a consumer perspective, information security 

would be a top priority, which necessitates   

substantial part of software and hardware resources of 

the terminals and the network to be allocated mainly 

to ensure it. There are many models of information 

security applications developed as software for 

particular operating system [1], [2]. Others are based 

on additional major hardware modules. Some combine 

software with hardware solutions.  

The described theoretical model provides 

distributed data transmission in wireless networks, 

which in combination with additional cryptographic 

protection, theoretically increases the communication 

process efficiency against ”Man-in-the-Middle” 

attacks.   

Section 1 presents the conceptual model of the 

proposed solution, and Section 2 describes 

telecommunication process, with distributed data 

transmission. In Section 3 are described the packets 

distribution principles. In Section 4 – advantages and 

disadvantages of using AP to initiate the 

communication process. The proposed solution 

expedience is theoretically justified in Section 5 and 

benefits for the various aspects of communication 

process are discussed.  The directions for future work 

are described in Section 6 and Conclusion summarizes 

the proposed model. 
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Distributed data transmission model  

There are wireless terminals equipped with more 

than one independent from one another radio - 

modules involving parallel operating mode. This 

enables the user to make communications via different 

mobile/wireless providers. 

Such architecture is a good design basis for an 

optimized information security system in wireless 

communication environment. 

The proposed model is based on standard security 

services, consisting of widely used cryptographic 

algorithms and standards, combined with data 

distribution method.  Fig. 1 presents the conceptual 

model as block diagram. 

We assume that the communication process in-

volves two parties – Alice and Bob, each of them 

equipped with wireless terminal with two radio 

(GSM/UMTS) – modules (for mobile providers X and 

Y) , and one WiFi module. The process begins when 

Alice calls Bob, using one provider`s network (one 

GSM/UMTS module).  After successful mutual au-

thentication via one of two pre-build secure tunnels on 

the corresponding network, and receiving the call on 

the part of sought after subscriber, data communica-

tion process begins. During communication, data 

packets are transmitted randomly via the two 

GSM/UMTS networks or one GSM/UMTS network 

and WiFi network. (The packets distribution method 

is described in details in Section 3). 

Execution phase 

Authentication – the authentication process relies 

on efficient way for encryption key exchange, 

combined with asymmetric cryptographic algorithm. 

In 1976 Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman 

proposed a key exchange method [3], which has 

become fundamental basis for many cryptographic 

solutions. It allows two communicating parties to 

share a secret key in an unsecure communication 

channel. Later, in line with the computing and 

cryptoanalysis progress, many improvements of this 

method were developed [4], [5].  

A model of authentication protocol, known as 

”STS” /Station to station/  protocol is introduces in [6] 

. It combines the DH key exchanges method with the 

asymmetric cryptographic algorithm RSA. The 

simplified protocol structure makes it suitable for 

implementation in wireless networks with limited 

computational resources. Some mechanisms exist that 

extend the described method and allow mutual 

authentication between multiple subscribers [7]. 

Chosen authentication mechanism, combining DH key 

exchange and RSA is intended to  protect the key 

cryptochannel while the communication protocol 

should be selected such as to suit the the 

authentication procedure latency, the network speed 

and users terminals hardware. 

In the proposed model, the communication begins 

with authentication process between the two parties. It 

 
Fig.1. A conceptual block diagram model. 
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is initiated by the calling party and the whole 

authentication process is performed via one mobile 

network (e.g provider X`s network) and engages one 

radio-module. The choice of network may be based on 

different metrics. In this case, we assume that the 

authentication procedure is associated with provider 

X.  Figure 2 shows the different steps of the 

authentication process. 
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Fig.2. Authentication process execution. 

When the authentication process via the first 

network is unsuccessfully completed, the calling party 

initiates new authentication process through network 

Y, where different exponent is used. If authentication 

messages transmitted during both authentication 

processes are identical, the probability of intruder to 

retrieve information about the exchanged keys 

increases. Using different exponent, the described 

attack scenario probability is minimized. If 

authentication fails, the communication process is 

stopped.  

In case subscriber is located within range of an AP, 

he might initiate the authentication procedure through 

the AP, if the first authentication attempt through 

provider X has failed.   While the base station belongs 

to the respective provider and subscribers can 

recognize their identification, the wireless resources 

provided by an AP are unknown. Possible scenario is 

in which the subscriber is automatically connected to 

an AP. Intruder who has the necessary equipment, 

may provide coverage along the subscriber route, in 

order to capture the transmitted authentication 

messages. To avoid “Man-in-the-Middle” attack, the 

subscriber must prepare trusted AP list, with which 

communication process could be initiated. This list 

should be in the form special database, containing 

trusted AP identifications. Only if the AP 

identification corresponds to one in database, the 

authentication continues. If the AP is successfully 

identified, the time required to complete the 

authentication process should be evaluated (evaluation 

process is described in details under Section 4) . If it 

meets the requirements, then authentication process is 

initiated through the corresponding AP, otherwise – 

authentication is initiated through operator’s Y 

network. This scenario is shown on Figure 3. 
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Fig.3. Authentication process through AP. 

Packet distribution 

After security services are executed, data is being 

split into packets and distributed for transmission on 

the pre-built tunnels. Packets distribution principle is 

shown on Figure 4 and is based on several factors:   

• For a certain period of time – “t”, the packets are 

unevenly distributed along the two networks. In 

order to ensure it, the distribution function 

should be unpredictable to a potential intruder 

and should be based on random /pseudorandom 

variables such as  signal power, routing, etc.; 

• For each period period of time -“t”, the system 

scans the specified values and selects weighting 

coefficients for packets distribution. 

Some basis cryptoanalisys techniques require a 

certain number of full encryptions for successful 
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attack realization /eg. differential cryptanalysis/. Upon 

standard communication process for certain time 

period, the attacker needs to obtain access to the 

wireless network resources, after which intercepts data 

transmitted and collects certain number packets equal 

to the required number of full encryptions for. In case 

of distributed data transmission, the attacker needs to 

obtain access to the wireless resources of both 

networks. A distributed data transmission conception 

is based on the probability thesis – the probability of 

obtain access to two independent from one another 

networks /on different providers/ is smaller. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Packets distribution model. 

The physical parameters of the transmission media 

may cause fading, decrease of service quality and 

even loss of conversation. In case of packet loss, 

exceeding a predefined threshold – the system scans 

the packets transmission routes in both networks in 

order to indentify the faulty one. Scanning should be 

based on the physical parameters, in wireless network. 

When the faulty network is identified, the system 

routes all traffic to the other one, and notify 

subscribers about data transmission mode change. 

Thus, the information security level is only 

cryptographic protection function, while in system 

operating mode, it is many magnitudes function. In 

case packets get loss in both networks, the 

communication process is interrupted. The described 

scenario is presented on Figure 5. 

Routing the traffic to a common route might be 

used to counteraction the “Man-in-the-Middle” attack. 

If the intruder is within a range of one of the routes, he 

could inject false packets in the corresponding 

network, in order to increase the traffic and jam the 

communication process.  

 

 
Fig.5. Transmission mode change. 

When the number of false packets reaches a 

predefined threshold, the system begins to scan the 

physical parameters of the environment in order to 

identify the cause of their occurrence. As a result it 

initiates  re routes all packets to the other route and 

checks whether the faulty channel’s provider supports 

different network with different topology and access 

technology (for example – EDGE - HSPA ).  If there 

such possibility, the system might recover the original 

mode through the new network. 

Initiating the communication process  

through AP 

In term of security and reliability of transmitted 

information there are number of advantages and 

weaknesses using WLAN: 

• Transmission speed is suitable for voice 

communication, sensitive to time delay; 

• Due to the fact that the communication process is 

expected to take place mainly through the 

cellular network, vertical handover to a different 

standard is not always reasonable. [8] give an 

overview of the circumstances that must be 

fulfilled in order to initiate a vertical handover 

between mobile network and WLAN.  
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• In term of disconnection probability during a 

vertical handover initiation, the communication 

process reliability should be evaluated. 

Important circumstance, through which the 

communication process continuity is insured when 

initiating handover between cellular network and 

WLAN, is the time during which the subscriber will 

be in the network. It is evaluated [9] as follow: 
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where: 

WLANt  - is the time which the subscriber is expected to 

spend in the network; 

R – cell coverage radius;  

osl  - distance between AP and the measurement point 

of the wireless station; 

υ - subscriber’s movement speed ; 

st  - the time when the power is measured; 

int - the time the wireless station has entered  the cell; 

When designing a voice communication system 

with ability to initiate a vertical handover is it 

necessary to define the optimal thresholds for WLANt . 

To ensure maximum reliability and security, vertical 

handover should be used only in case of severe packet 

loss or when intruder is injecting fake packets in the 

communication channel.  

In case of authentication process trough AP, the 

time WLANt  should also be evaluated in order to be 

compared with the authentication process latency, i.e. 

according (1) and the system operation principle , 

authentication trough AP would be reasonable only if: 

 

(2)                    WLAN At t≤  

 

where: 

At  - is the authentication process latency; 

Оptimization of packet distribution 

The voice distributed transmission could be a 

rational decision to reduce a “Man-in-the-Middle” 

attack probability if the distribution is optimized 

according to certain characteristics. We assume that 

the vo-coder is G.711 and packets are evenly 

distributed between two networks (two providers). An 

intruder manages to capture packets transmitted over 

provider X network and decrypt them. In such 

scenario an intruder can rely on vo-coder to restore the 

voice streams. The vo-coder is constructed so that 

even in large regular packets loss could recover the 

transmitted speech by lost of QoS [10]. In such 

scenario, proposed packets distribution solution is 

irrational. However, if packets are distributed in such 

way, that the separate packet groups, transmitted on 

one network form one or more words, enable the 

intruder to tap the corresponding network traffic. 

Upon successfully decrypting the captured 

information, he could hear conversation fragments. In 

case that in information flow are missing whole 

words, the captured information could not be 

understood by the intruder.   

Advantages of the method 

• The communication model theoretically 

decreases “Man-in-the-Middle” attack 

probability;   

• Upon degradation of the physical parameters of 

the environment, the whole traffic could be 

rerouted to the other network, which increases 

the communication process reliability;  

• The distributed traffic balances networks load. 

This increases the overall system capacity and 

decreases its sensitivity against excessive 

information introduced by other security 

services. 

Guidelines for future work 

The proposed model is a theoretical structure, 

whose efficiency and rationality might be proved only 

experimentally. For this purpose should be modeled 

scenarios about parallel information transfer whit 

different packets distribution weighting and different 

coverage range in term of the potential attacker 

location. To ensure the proposed distributed data 

transmission model, effective and adequate security 

services, providing robust cryptographic protection 

should be developed and tunneling method must be 

formulated. Although the noise is a random variable 

that is hard to be predicted by the intruder, in sake of 

system analysis completeness it is metric that should 

also be evaluated.   

Conclusion 

In this paper an information defence model on two 

independent networks is described. The basic structure 

for authentication and voice communication are 

discussed. Some scenarios for packets loss and fake 

packets injection are analyzed. The system efficiency 

will be evaluated experimentally. 
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